ABBREVIATIONS

AAM - ANTI APARTHEID MOVEMENT
BNEC - BRITISH NATIONAL EXPORT COUNCIL
BOTB - BRITISH OVERSEAS TRADE BOARD
CMND. - COMMAND PAPERS
DOC - DOCUMENTS
EC - EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
EPG - EMINENT PERSONS GROUP
GAOR - CENTRAL ASSEMBLY OFFICIAL RECORDS
HMSO - HER MAJESTY'S STATIONARY OFFICE
ICI - IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
ICS - INSTITUTE OF COMMONWEALTH STUDIES
IMF - INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
RUSI - ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTE
SA - SOUTH AFRICA
SIPRI - STOCKHOLM INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SITC - STANDARD INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SLC - SUPPLEMENTED LIVING LEVEL
UK - UNITED KINGDOM
UN - UNITED NATIONS

(iv)